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Title: Estate of Dr. Juvencio P. Ortañez vs. Jose C. Lee et al.

Facts:
Dr. Juvencio P. Ortañez founded the Philippine International Life Insurance Company, Inc.
(Philinterlife) in 1956, owning 90% of the subscribed capital stock at incorporation. At his
death in 1980, he left 2,029 shares, comprising a controlling interest in the company, valued
at PHP 4 million.

On March 30, 2006, petitioners, representing the Estate of Dr. Ortañez, filed a complaint
(Civil Case No. Q-06-143) challenging a board election conducted by respondents Jose C.
Lee’s group. The petitioners held a separate meeting, electing their board, claiming to
represent at least 51% of the capital stock.

Previously, shares of the estate had allegedly been illegally sold to Lee’s group through the
Filipino Loan Assistance Group (FLAG), leading to Lee’s group’s control and unauthorized
corporate actions, including capital stock increases. Petitions to the estate court resulted in
orders declaring these sales null and void, leading to a Supreme Court decision in G.R. No.
146006, effectively restoring majority ownership to the Estate. Despite the Supreme Court’s
decision, Lee’s group continued to control Philinterlife, prompting the case at hand.

The  Regional  Trial  Court  (RTC)  dismissed  the  petitioner’s  complaint  for  lack  of
preponderance of evidence, leading to an appeal to the Court of Appeals (CA), which upheld
the RTC’s decision. The petitioners then brought the case to the Supreme Court, claiming
that previous rulings confirmed the Estate’s majority ownership of Philinterlife.

Issues:
1. Whether petitioners presented sufficient evidence to prove their claim of owning at least
51% of the outstanding capital stock of Philinterlife at the time of the contested election.
2. Whether the increases in capital stock of Philinterlife subsequent to the alleged illegal
sales should be voided based on the Supreme Court’s decision in G.R. No. 146006.

Court’s Decision:
The Supreme Court denied the appeal, siding with the respondents. It clarified that the
Supreme Court’s decision in G.R. No. 146006 only voided the illegal sale of shares and
subsequent increases in capital stock based on those sales, rather than all capital increases.
Petitioners failed to show evidence that as of the election date, they owned a control stake,
with documents indicating the Estate was a minority shareholder.
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Doctrine:
The Supreme Court reiterated a doctrine that sales of estate properties without probate
court approval are void and pass no title to the purchaser. Furthermore, corporate acts,
including capital stock increases that are validly voted upon and are not challenged properly
in court, should be respected.

Class Notes:
–  Capital  Structure:  Demonstrates an estate’s  shareholdings and percentage of  control
based on overall capital stock, which can be altered over time through legal corporate
actions.
– Preponderance of Evidence: To succeed in civil claims, a party must present evidence that
is more convincing than that presented by the opposing party.
– Procedural Effects of a Supreme Court Decision: A Supreme Court ruling on a particular
issue does not automatically apply to all similar issues but is confined to the specifics of the
case decided.

Historical Background:
The  historical  backdrop  of  this  case  includes  the  corporate  practice  of  capital  stock
increases  in  compliance  with  regulatory  requirements  and  estate  law  involving  the
administration of assets upon the death of an individual. Legal disputes over control of
corporate entities can lead to prolonged litigation that intersects with inheritance issues,
affecting both corporate governance and rights of heirs, as notably evidenced in this case.


